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Now, migrate large data sets to Microsoft Azure
with file-transfer optimization to improve speed
“Our customers use Azure for many cloud-based workflows, but they all face the issue of transferring
data into Azure quickly. The Azure Marketplace brings our fast file-transfer technology to these
customers in a consumption-based model.” – Elton Carneiro, Director - Cloud Services, FileCatalyst

MICROSOFT AZURE PARTNER:

FileCatalyst Inc.

WEB SITE: www.filecatalyst.com
MICROSOFT AZURE MARKETPLACE:
https://aka.ms/AA1v0kh

LOCATION: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
ORG SIZE: 30-50 employees
MICROSOFT AZURE PARTNER PROFILE:
FileCatalyst is an accelerated file-transfer
solution for large volumes of data, regardless
of network conditions. Global organizations
across diverse industries use FileCatalyst to
solve file-transfer issues and accelerate
workflows, including content distribution, file
sharing, and migrating data into cloud-based
object storage.

Go-To-Market Services

• SITUATION
When it comes to transferring large data sets to the cloud, maximizing speed is paramount, and network
impairments may result in slow transfer speeds. FileCatalyst Inc., a Canadian company that specializes in
accelerating and optimizing file transfers across global networks, was looking for a platform for its fast file-transfer
technology. The company sought a platform with on-demand scalability and cost-effective pricing.

• SOLUTION
FileCatalyst chose Azure. FileCatalyst’s technology maximizes transfer speeds
to Azure infrastructure and fully utilizes available bandwidth, regardless of the
distance between the sender or receiver and the storage. The company’s
patented UDP-based file-transfer protocol overcomes network impairments
that limit file-transfer speeds across the wide area network. This results in a
rapid way to migrate data to and from storage, whether it’s Azure Premium
storage, Azure Managed Disk storage, or Azure Blob storage.

• BENEFITS
Microsoft Azure provides a platform for FileCatalyst to offer its users perhour billing. Users can scale their virtual machine as needed within Azure.

Azure offers reliable, economical cloud storage for data, with a range of
storage solutions and data redundancy options.

